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Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio and
Alan Rickman.

Kline's character has a knack
for catching serial killers and is
now faced with his toughest case
yet. Someone has been strangling
women around the city every
month, and Kline is out to stop
him before he strikes again.

a pirate radio station.
He talks about all the things

that bother him in school while
playing the kinds of songs you
don't hear on the top 40 count
down. Things go fine until his
listeners start vandalizing the
school and one of them kills
himself.

himself the only white prisoner
in the stockade, he is uptight and
acts like he has something to
prove.Just as the pre-Thanksgiving

depression sets in and you're
stumped at what to do to fill your
valuable time (besides study that
is!!) here's another batch of
videos you might have missed at
the video store.

Bean soon learns that he is no
better than his fellow prisoners
and sets about making friends.

Martin Sheen has an extreme
dislike for Bean and takes it out
on all the prisoners. What
follows is an intense baffle of
loyalty for Bean between the

This film doesn't sound like a
comedy, but Kline pulls it off in
a hilarious fashion.

Then the FCC gets involved,
and Slater doesn't know if he
should continue his radio piratingWild at Heart
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David Lynch directed this film

and fans of Twin Peaks or Blue
Velvet will not be disappointed.
It has the same odd scenes and
characters that make the audience
wonder what the heck is
happening.

The film tells the story of
Saylor and Lulu and the troubles
these two go through to try to
lead a happy, but abnormal life.
Saylor is just out of jail for
killing an attacker in self defense.

Lulu's mother is against the
relationship her daughter is in, so
she puts a contract out on
Saylor's head. Meanwhile our
happy couple is breaking parole
to head for California and settle
down.

C.C.'s original video rating system

Oaru!"). The kind of movie Dean Lilley would watch.

(Lik (LLOP The kind of movie you should skip class to watch.

ithr+.o&P--) CAP!) The kind of movie Dave Shields would watch.

r" The kind of movie Police and Safety would watch.
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or cover his own butt
This film is fairly believable

and has a great soundtrack. After
watching it you'll probably want
to run to the local Radio Shack
to buy radio parts.

army and the prisoners. This is
an entertaining film that does
more than make you laugh. Ii
teaches you something about
loyalty and honor.

What would you do if you
were still in high school, didn't
have any friends but had an
awesome short wave radio set-up?
Well obviously you'd get on the
air every night, playing albums
with warning labels on the cover
and giving the answers to life to
all your listeners.

Christian Slater is the person
in question in this film. Slater is
the kind of actor that is enjoyable
to watch in any role (except his
part in Gleaming the Cube). He
does a fine job in this film

Fantasia
The conversations between

Saylor and Lulu are shallow and
slightly meaningless, like banter
between children. The story of
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celebrates its fiftieth anniversary
this year and is an excellent film.
Disney artists listened to great
works of classical music as
performed by the Philadelphia
Orchestra under the direction of
Leopold Stokowski and let their
imaginations run wild in the
cartoons they created.

the film isn't as important as the
sights and sounds you see when
you watch it.

This is a hard film to classify.
It's funny and serious, but also
dramatic.

The January Man
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This filmfilm is a cross between
Silence of the Lambs and a three
stooges skit. Kevin Kline, most
noted for the film A Fish Called
Wanda, stars in this comedy
along with Susan Sarandon,

Anyway, Charlie Sheen stars
in this film with Martin Sheen
and Larry Fishburne. Sheen
(Charlie) plays Private Bean, a
private in the army who wants to
get out. One drunken night Bean
tears up a bar and gets put in the
stockade.

coming across as a high school
nobody who just moves into
town.

Dancing mushrooms, walking
brooms, the evolution of the
planet and even a ballet with
hippos and crocodiles.

In between musical pieces we

His parents buy him a short
wave radio to talk to his friends
at home and instead he uses it for

Bean is a loner with a chip on
his shoulder and when he finds

movies
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arc entertained by the narrator and
the orchestra. The art in this film
is breathtaking and the
entertainment value of it is even
more awe inspiring. The only
problem with this film is it
seems too long for its own good
and it is hard to enjoy in one
sitting.

The film either needs an
intermission or this reviewer
needs a longer attention span. It
is a classic and only available in
its original form for a limited
time, so run out and grab a copy
of it...Now!!!
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Say you're Demi Moore and
your best friend constantly fights
with her husband. One particular
fight leads to the killing of her
husband and she asks you to help
her get rid of the body and create
a cover-up for her. That would
put you right in the middle of
this film starring Bruce Willis as
the cadaver in question.

The film opens with Moore at
the police station getting
questioned and proceeds along as
she tells her story to the police.
As the movie rolls along and the
story gets deeper and deeper we
begin to wonder exactly what
happened. How much of the story
is true and how much is a cover
to protect the real killer.

Demi Moore delivers an
excellent performance in this film
along with Willis and the rest of
the supporting cast. It is a great
film made in a classic Hitchcock
style. It's the kind of film that
you will make you not want to
marry Demi Moore.

Tired of classes?
Read The Collegian

You've seen the rest,
now live with the best!
Roommate wanted, close to

campus, fully furnished. Cheap!
Call Craig Campbell: 899-7813

Financial Aid available
immediately! Special grant
program. Every student eligible. Simple
application. Send name, address and SI
P&H fee to: Student Services, P.O. Box
22-4026, Hollywood, FL 33022.

lirbt earb
K-Mart Plaza East
4437 Buffalo Rd.
899-8782
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Giveyour favorite Turkey a card or
gift from the Card Gallery. Gobble..Gobble!!

Thur Fri Sat
10:30pm 8:00pm Midnight

Sun Mon
8:00pm 10:30pm

Agmlulan
Students: $1.50
w/Activities Card: FREE
Public: $2.50
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* Deliver to ell
Residence Hells,
4artments end
Suites.

More Than Just aPt=Shoal
FAST DEL.'VERY

* Deliver any item
on the menu!

Large Pizza with Cheese only $ 6.50
- Chicken Wings -

Ranch Flavored
Butter & Garlic Flavor . '

8139 - Mild, Medium, Hot, FATAL

Cheese Sticks, Mushrooms, Pizza Balls
And Much, Moll 141cfre


